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a "CoMm i-site-ed" approach to basic speecH

Beatrice M. Romano
. . .

Beatrice M. Romano

Philip Werdell, cogent, author on futurism in

'ed4catiOn,-and co-inventor of the "facilitator" family

of teaching and learning models, posits this

characterization of the future of higher education-
,

higher, education "is best seen ds an evolution of .

experimental forms attempting to. support -individual

growth in order to create social understandings and

skills necessary for /ilemocracy".
1

The statementplaces

into perspective a core concein Of speech teachers and

researchers: hovf to make courses relevant. Always

seeking ways to "touch" students aafectively and

cognitively, college instructors are'persistent irtheii

guest for methods of teaching that will establishvital,

connections between cognition and behavior. In today's

diverse society the 'content of speech must include

another dijmension: provision for preparing the student.

, to coalunicate effectively while livipg democraticallSi
\3

in his environment which is also pluralistic.

SpecificatiOfts of course objectives in .college should.

Yj

),.
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seek not only to enable students to use their

communication capacities skillfully, but to use.them. in

ways that will retain' individual freedoms 'in a society

in whiCh perSon-to-person relationships are prinlary and

necessarily co-operative.
.

The principle of responsible, energetiC expression

of ideas is basic to American idea],s. Yet, a paradox

seems evident when reality is viewed against the backdrop

of current methods of teaching speech. The student, heir

apparent, so to speak, to society's achievements, is,

unwittingly,' victim of a constantly inconstant society.

The paradox lies in the fact that social and-political

change 'is initiated by "insiders" in the community while

students, the ' "outsiders,:" war freedom experienced and

4 lived for them. Until the completiOn-of his studies,

the student is'eclipsed, at least temporarily,' into the

role of "non - Berson." For this reason, engaging-in

communication ratherthan merelY.studying about

communication should be the preferred practice rather
,

thn merely a hopefor the truly democratic speech-,

fundam entals class. Not to so "engage"'students in
-

commuhication is to risk grooming them' for listener-

assenter roles and not' the role of initiator-participant

in their.society.- The'coricern, then, pis

with what is learned in the classroom as

ti

not so much,

with what has
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not been learned outside it.

Furthermore; the paradox'gives way to a

dichotomy iri education itserf. Too often-, the milieu

of the classroom and the world beyond it seem to share

little. The business of Communicating effectively

necessitates that certainspeech:desidevata not be

overlooked. Speaking out on issues, investigating

social and political problems, and, pursuing

self-initiated courses of,action to remedy. them-,-these ,

are the basic speech needs of students who would-regard

. their, first course in speech as meaningful for them.

To ignore these needs is virtual abridgement of -the

fredoms .guaranteed to peoples of a free society, and,

in no small degree, an abrogation of,pne of the first

responsibilities of speech teachers.

I would like to share something of a speech

course offered at Rockland Community College, a

-;-.4

communi-site-ed course which, experiential in nature,

is centered ik students' own 'local community. it

endeavors to minimize the patent division between
1

course content and experience, and designed for the '

.

fundarrEhtals course since, except for those students

whose major -interest is speech communic,tian,the first

course in epeech.islikely to be the only speech course

,for which students will be enrolling. In this approach

4
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to spdech communication the student's own community

4

provides for him those communication channels that are

more likely to enhan ce interpertonal communication.'

From this approach'a twofog.d,.effect may be, anticipated:
.

improvement" in the skills Of commuication, and;

/ ,

concurrently, a beneficial effect in the community.

Students "speak to" their community as communication
.

ptinciples are learnedr"the community, in turn, listens

to its cbnstituents enabling them to develop skills.

, The following outline traces the method used to

each young and olderadults.whoLhed returned to college.

The ctitsroom servedas te base of operations for

speechmaking assignments, lectures, and a community I,

problem whiCh required t,tudents to seek out a problem

from their local county community to visualize a positive,
,

`viable solution for the problem,,and then, to explore

the problem by way of a problem-solving phess with
4

.other members of the class. Finally,.an appropriate plan

of.action was to be implemented. StudentsWere told that

just as the problem was.to be initiated from a""real"

source (i.e., within the community)'so every possible

resource was to be tapped for resolving the probleM.,

The local media of print, press, radio, andlcable

television, as well as the various agencies pn county and

town levels, were to be consulted. A three-month time

ir
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limitation was imposed for the project's mpletion.

e

5

.tlassldctures, were presented:as, eded during

. .

the reqular.Ltwo 'and one-half 'hou"cla'sses,and, as

:far as possible, were coordinated withilhq project
ft

proceedings' The clniSs:lecture.on.fli erviewingu.lor

instance/paralleaed the interviewing,7 hasp of the
0

project with class actiyities,centering on role-playing

the inverview S6,4maland ar e groups

discussed the techniques of questioning possiblefor
I

,,.
. 0 / . .

utilization. in the projedt. class lectures subsuMed

such topicsas theory of co mmunication, communication
.

4. o, , °

thodelS, noriVerbdtl communicatio , ethical conside'rationS
- 1

'in communICtiontprObleth-sol ing.techniques, and

listening. Required class eeches and individual
. '

speeches delieed for the/ project Were spaced over

p'ebscribed,periods",prepat.edand pra6ticed during cl'asses.
.

/

, ,, Students were requested to submit-communitI
'- /f.., . s' i

problems at the second lass Meeting fqllowing

orientation to the cOurse: The merits and objections

fcm the problems were sifted out. Students felt that',

the .steady rise of juvenile offenses ,had become

threatening'to'their commUnity.N A detqminatiorrof the.,

problem was ollowed by threshing-out.tentative

solutions. It was resolved that a request would .be made

to the Rockland CoUnty Legislature for thecreation.of a

ti
. .

.
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_County qopth Commission .to be comprised eritirely of
0 , , -

young 11,e40B1.e--ioilrteen to nineteen years.of ageT-to

serve as advisors to-already existing adult youth

00

0

, . - .
- A:

e..) . o agencies. Hopefully :thecommission tlatild serve'as the
. .

.* .
. I ,

. .

"official Vare" of the young'people'of Rqckland. ; .

,

Aware that no precedent existed for'such a commission
e

1
%

on\the county leyel, the class felt strongly that the
..

0, ,

,: ,

,

.. III

-.

1.

.1

concept would condition a positive'Step toward the

.

amelioration of youth ful probaerWband satisfy the
0

.desire of today's youth to be "inv.old'edy in their
.et

goyernpent. i

w. 1 ,

At this point in the ddiscussions, mast of the

students had,had a fair taste of interaction and
r

- .

./decision-making throug h parleys with their families,
s . ,

e .

,I),
.

friends a's well as classmates. %Somewhat enervat ed over

,setting up the groudwork for their coopeYdtiV.e venture,

6.

they nonetheless experienced genuine' At,fte
. ,

. ....7.

prospect of becoming part of what they Felt was to--sw

beclom6 an adventure in democratic participation; .

Reactions to ,the idea of the Class project ran the 'r

gamut frOM "It gan't pOssibly be done--no one will listen"'
s

to, "We can make it wowk.f No studen t remained neutral,.

Pre conceived- notions about speech classes being "snap

ses" precluded ariy:po'ssibility tlidy would be

*'
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,..41. . .. disinterested. Sole felt" the .prdj.edt had nd place ip a

.
.

.
.-

-.
- _

.... speech cqurse, in particu/lar the basic coUrse: A feW

I
)

7

t students were numbed at first' at the prospect of doir.
J ,r.

, .

. ''.

1. V .
.

I i
. ,,- .

a project more thap oppoSeci. to it. Emotional.reactions .

. t
. ,

notWj..thstanding, it was only a matter of time before .

.

t

%.*

-j

. 4
every §tudent,.agreed to give the project a try. 1

.
- -:. .

. . .
\

The modus operandri was planned. -Categories o-k-

e

'activities or "hases" as they were called then were

set up in designated time intervals. 'Project phases
.

'included: Ekplortionf the-pr oblem-seeking phase;
,

/ .

Survey, 'interviews of-community residents; Survey Rq,Por ,

* r
the Evkitteri'report of interviewee and interviewer

reactions. over the problem Every student participated 4

V
.*

in these.three initial phases. At this jundtur,

students opted for one other.Cohimittee from the list of

remaining phasgs: Research, writing of a'summarx ,report

of opinion and ideas sifted from. the interviews, usedas
.. --%,, ,

*

basis for arriving ,e two or three ,tentative solutions

for tfie problem; Type Out:, a reporting of the-resbarel
4

> ,

) committee's findings; Press: writing of releases for

1

local radiocable television, college radio, and local

newspapers; Arts: producing collage, filmmaking,
-

.
. .

Sculpting, staging plays, sketching cartoons, and

exhibiting photographs yihich helped to dramat ize the

prOblem. The college radio statidn'WRCC a,ired a panel.

a
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discussion of the problem. Local WRKL "Hotline" allowed
. ... . .

airing the 'problem by a' panel of,students on the local

cOmmunity radio station, speaking directly with

community residents. The CATV Debate Team debated.the

t

probldt by way of local television media. -Finally, thd,

Presentation phase, consisting of the formal presentation

of the project proposal was made'before-the Rockland
. .

County.Legisrlatur e, the legal body authorized to create

such Comm
k
issions:

, To complete participation in the Project each

student was asked to subMit his personal reactions to the

project and to the course. Here aresome typical
4

'.responses:' "This course has made me-not only learn to

speak but'to listen--listening is a very important part

of communicating "; "When I?make'a speech I still get as

ilpervousas I used,te, but I learned the importance of how
, .

and should stand when speaking. I don't_like speech

classes a$ ail, butI do thirik the,probleMsitqation is a

\Igood idea---you should always have it A your class"; the

,,clads project really helped me overcome fear of speaking--

if anything helped my composure, it was; facing those
) 1

cameras on cable TV".; "We all should have learned, r,
, .

iSomething from project; one thing is you. can clearly

serail the problems that arise w6e- a.group Such as ours
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disagrees and fights the issued as excuses not to get

project,'in the end went exceedingly well

considering the problems which seemed endless";

"Completing each phase was fulfillment in itself"; "We

learned that from timp to time you have to runup

against a btick wall with public officials, but you

can't.stop striving ".

It should be noted that the project idea was,

conceive0 d'as a starting point for.expetiencing

communication on a reality level, and for facilitating

a fresh awareness of the'democratic processes available

to students in their own environs. Therefore, a rather

simplistic.Method of evaluation was employed. Students

were graded by a cumulative point system for the major.

activities exclusive of the project, and for the project

as well. .If students satisfactorily: a) demonstra d

epthusiasm over' completion of their role in the project,

b) demonstratpd effort vis-a-vis group discussion over
...

:the probleWc) fulfilled thAir'individual roles in the

project, full credittras given. Almost every student
o

showep,genuine interest throughout, and with the

exception of one or two; project. phases were completed

in the time allotted.

The hctual creation of the commission came about

4co
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through continued efforts of a small amber of ffildents

I
who contributed further their time and energy -in -the e

NI

,weeks which followed.
. :

I have attempted, to describe a teaching approach

which resulted in what I felt was a positive step toward

closing the gap between the goals of speech educationJ

and the persistent call of speech teachers for relevance.

The paradigm outlined above helped. to link the resources

of the classroom, students, media and library facilities,

with the'resources of the community, citizens, politicos,

media, and county administrators. It expedited a learning

connection perhaps previously overlooked in the teaching'

of speech'education--the "communi-site"-ed approach to the

? .

, first codse.

Given unique opportunities for active involvement

in the domain of students' real concerns, it is felt that

this approach conditions students for the intelligent

exercise of freedom and, as important, effective

cultivation of commdnication principles. Students are able

to find, more readily, a self identity among members of 9

their peer group as participants in problem-solving

activities.' Students become more aware of the significance
II

of the nonverbal code in communication. They learn'the

importance of respecting differing points,of view without

11

6'

t.
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arousind, negative emotions in themselVes or others..

Also, they recognize thaj the factors of family, race

and closedmindedness place certain constraints on one's

ability to communicate. The use and abu.se of "power"

in communication relationships is more graphically

understood.

Is this approach a practical one for the

lundaitentals course? To be sure, not every community

waits upon its student citizenry for"the creation of a

much-needed youth commissions But wouldn't most

communities, recognizing their'individual needs and

requirements, delight in problem exploration' and

solution-finding by "its own," and with no added cost to..

the community?'

If there is doubt regarding whichareas would be

fertile for task solution, we need only to look at

current concerns of any.qlven community. One class

decided to request cosmetic improvement of a Sanitary

Landfill Operation in the town in which they live.

Their study of the problem indicated that members of their

local town boardhad, some weeks, before, already

considered the problem and had voted to purchase trees and

shrubbery to beautifi, the area. The class then agreed to

reverse their "opposition" to the Board, and instead,
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r
ar4anged speaking engagementS throughout the county to

,/

puklicly praise the action taken.

'AN , i

Much Itill ne'ddi-th be accOmplis4ed In tbe area

. , . t

of
-

.
human rights alSo. Local.humari.rights,agencles cry

,..

out for assistance in Outlining and gxebuting programs

,) \for the physically disabled. ,u01,ents might wish to

research snoecifio areas of need, and speak''-to the

apEiropriate.legislative,body to'seek the reconstruction

of all.public entranceways in order to.accoMmodate

1
,persons confined to wheerchairs.

Meeting some of the needs of older citizens in

. .

the,comMunity,in terms of-calling publiny for suitable
. .

housinMor the aged might be a-timely project on the

toWn .level.

V

0 ;

4
Also business and professional people should be

qpproathed to elicit'some fields of concern which would

require public relatioris effort not otherwise pos'Sillie.

Going back-to. the Trewly-cfeated Youth Commissionl
..!

o.:
in Rockland County, an organizational task force wil4be

4

needed to "advertise"
.
more wi dely the purpose.and

*1objectives of the commission so that it is able to begin

to effectuate its programs as qUickly a6 possible.

- 1

Students the.fundamental speed course could assume

.

> such a role for their class project, utilizing the media
.
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to speak about the commission, and appearing before'

various groups as an information source to county

%

residents.

Which problems would be ultimately considered,

would, of course, depend on student's ot;n interests and

the particdlar needs existing in his own community.

The extent to.whicho we, as teachers, invite bur students

.toward deepeawareness of what is happening around

them, to that degree, will the speech fundamentals course--
%.

such as the one described- -serve the requirements of the

times in which we are livi ng as well as encourage the
...,

. .
,

.

. . .
A

student io better understand who and what he is in

relation 'to the world the lives in.

If relevant education, is determined by student

interests as well as needs, ,"hand and glove"-coexistence' st-

between classroom and the community-at-largedeerves
.

. .

the most serious consideration as the viable route-to the

development of communication. skills and the advancement'
. . v

of. students' emotions' andintellect. Stated another way;

40
the classroom becomes an extension of the community, and

A ,

the community, an extension of the classroom. Each, in

effect, is the other.

/ Indeed, Werdell's "future" provides perspective
.

for'higheeeducation. In prospect; it is the teacher's,

14
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commitment to a more "involving" speech' course for the

student .that will determine thegeventualposture of
AP

speech in,higher educatiOn.
.
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Philip Nerdell, "Futurism and the Reform of,Highei.

Education," in Learning For.Tomorrow: the"Role of4the
(

.

Future in Education, ed. Alvin Toffler'(New York:
I

Random House, 1974), p. 285
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Doctoral s'.4udent

a "eommuni-.site " Ted approach to basic, speech in college

Abstract
. ,

A "communi-site"-edloapproach to speech fundamentals
V

attempts to teach speech comniOnfication in "live:

'interpersonal.situations/. and to alert studsntsto the

importance oferetainiilg democratic principles in a society

which is pluralistic. It is.assumed that college students
,

need and desire the kind of learning where6y theory

becomes functional in their lives. ,This .approach engages

the studet in the probleM-solving procesusing a problem

extant in hiswOril'ocal community. A practical solution
/

is explored, and finally, implemented in the community.

' The addition of such a project to the conventional

teaching routines of lecturing and speechmaking will tend

to encourage motivation, enhance communication skills,

and develop stronger ties between claSsroom.and.conimunity.

A further. expectation is tiat classroom and community will

become mutual .agents of change.
.
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